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ABSTRACT 

The complexities of the chemical storage plant are increasingly becoming hard to de-bottleneck as a result of continuous new 
development in technology. This has resulted in a need to check design for errors and omissions, a task which has traditionally 
been carried out on individual basis. A typical chemical storage plant is generally associated with three major hazards namely, 
toxic hazard, fire hazard and explosive hazard. The hazard question is a complicated one as it involves the degree of hazard, 
precautionary steps taken to prevent the initiation of the hazard and adequacy of the protection of personnel as well as facilities. 
The Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) on a generalized process plant serves to identify the safety problems associated with 
the plant and also helps to improve process safety and to eliminate potential hazard points. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The HAZOP study is often carried out by multi disciplinary team who reviews the process to discover the 

potential hazards and operability problems using a set of guide words approach. The basic concept of hazop 

study is to take full description of the process and to question every detail of the process with a view to 

identifying the process deviation if any and its consequences. This is done systematically by applying suitable 

guidewords. 

 HAZOP can be used in the various stages of the plant design, operation and maintenance. HAZOP study at 

the design stage is the most ideal. The drawings are checked for correctness and the questions regarding the 

design in a particular way are answered readily. At this stage it is possible to study the section of the plant, the 

designs of which are established and should be taken to review this later to ensure that interactions have not 

introduced new hazards. It is also possible to incorporate necessary changes during the design stage.. 

 

Terminology Used For Hazop: 

Study Node: 

Section of equipment with definite boundaries within which process parameters are investigated for 

deviations. 

 The location on P&ID’s(Process and Instrumentation Diagram) at which process parameters are 

investigated for deviations.  

 

Intension: 

Definition of how plant is expected to operate in the absence of deviations. It can be either descriptive or 

diagrammatic. 
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Guide Words: 

Simple words that are used to qualify/quantify the design intentions and to guide and stimulate the 

brainstorming process.  

 

Process parameters: 

Physical or chemical property associated with the process.  

 

Deviations: 

Departure from the design intentions that are discovered by systematically applying suitable guide words 

 

Causes: 

Reasons why deviations might occur. 

 

Safeguards: 

Engineered systems or administrative control designed to prevent causes. 

 

Recommendations: 

Suggestions for design changes, procedural changes or areas of further study. 

 

III. Hazop Methodology: 

The method involves several repetitive steps, viz: 

 Identify the section of the plant on the P&I diagram  

 Select a node in the selected section of plant Define the design intent and normal operating condition 

of the section 

 Identify a deviation from design intent or operating conditions by applying suitable guide word   

 Identify possible causes and consequences of the deviations. 

This process is repeated for each node until all the guide words have been exhausted and relevant 

information is recorded in HAZOP study table.  

 
Table I: 

Guide Words Meanings Comments 

No/Not Complete negation of intentions No part of intentions is attached, nothing else 

happens 

More/ Less Quantitative increase or decrease Eg. More flow 

As well as A qualitative increase All intentions achieved along with some additional 

activities 

Part off A qualitative decrease Only some intentions are achieved 

Reverse Logical opposite of intentions Applicable to activities, substances.eg. Reverse flow, 

poison instead of antidote 

Other than Complete substitution No part of original intention is achieved. Quite 

different happens 

 

IV. Sample Hazop Sheet: 

 
 

V.Hazop Procedure: 
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VI. Worksheet Entries: 

Node: 

A node is a specific location in the process in which (the deviations of) the design/process intent are 

evaluated. Examples might be: separators, heat exchangers, scrubbers, pumps, compressors, and interconnecting 

pipes with equipment. 

 

Design Intent: 

The design intent is a description of how the process is expected to behave at the node; this is qualitatively 

described as an activity (e.g., feed, reaction, sedimentation) and/or quantitatively in the process parameters, like 

temperature, flow rate, pressure, composition, etc. 

 

Deviation Parameter: 

A deviation is a way in which the process conditions may depart from their design/process intent. 

 

Parameter: 

The relevant parameter for the condition(s) of the process (e.g. pressure, temperature, composition). 

 

Guideword: 

A short word to create the imagination deviation of the design/process intent. The most commonly used set 

of guide-words is: no, more, less, as well as, part of, other than, and reverse. In addition, guidewords like too 

early, too late, instead of, are used; the latter mainly for batch-like processes. The guidewords are applied, in 

turn, to all the parameters, in order to identify unexpected and yet credible deviations from the design/process 

intent. Guide-word + Parameter → Deviation 

 

Cause: 

The reason(s) why the deviation could occur. Several causes may be identified for one deviation. It is often 

recommended to start with the causes that may result in the worst possible consequence 

 

Consequence: 

The results of the deviation, in case it occurs. Consequences may both comprise process hazards and 

operability problems, like plant shut-down or reduced quality of the product. Several consequences may follow 

from one cause and, in turn, one consequence can have several causes 

 

Safeguard: 

Facilities that help to reduce the occurrence frequency of the deviation or to mitigate its consequence 

 

VII. Typical Chemical Repackingand Storage Process Description: 

The process considered for this study has two stages which involves a chemicals unloading to underground 

tank from the tanker lorries. This is then followed by a chemicals are loading the barrels from underground 

tanks. 

The process flow description given below: 

 Chemicals are imported from the supplier 

 Chemicals importing transporting through tankers 

 Unloading the chemicals from tankers to various underground tanks through pipelines 

 Chemical repacking of various kg’s from ug tank to barrel filling process 
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 Chemical barrels stored in the storage shed 

 Chemical barrels  sending to customer through trucks  

 

VIII. Hazop Study For Chemical Repackingand Storage Process: 

The P&I diagram of the plant and the process manual was taken as the basis of the study. In the above 

example for carrying out the study, seven nodes were identified based on the process steps. 

 Node 1 Chemical tanker manifold valve 

 Node 2 Tanker to Underground tank pumps 

 Node 3 Filling motor 

 Node 4 Recycle line 

 Node 5 Underground tank to filling shed pumps 

 Node 6 Filling  Pump 

 Node 7 barrels 

 

IX. Suggestions & Recommendations: 

Following are some of the major recommendations that have come up during the hazop study.  

 Level sensors are recommended in water bath and reboiler.  

 Provision for Automatic flow control valve in water line, reactants line  

 Bonding should be provided for all pipeline joints for the purpose of avoiding static electricity 

 Earthing should be provided for all electrical devices  

 Temperature monitoring devices in the filling shed 

 Digital temperature indicator with high alarm 

 Installation of Hydrazine vapour detectors to detect the presence of any vapour leaks and high 

concentration alarm. 

 Roof extractors for dispersing fumes and toxic gases should be installed 

 Use of Teflon coated agitators to avoid metal contact 

 Pipeline should be changed mild steel to stainless steel for avoiding corrossion 

 Flame proof motors / fittings are recommended in the process hall 

 Automation of the plant is recommended for the process safety. 

 

Conclusion: 

The systematic qualitative study namely hazard and operability study can be carried out at the design stage 

which would help to identify the hazard and operability problems and thus contributes to plant safety. This 

qualitative study helps in building fault trees and for further quantitative risk analysis like consequence analysis 

and fire and explosion index calculation  
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